
 

MUSICIAN
Taryne is a musician from Melbourne’s south-east suburbs. A multi-instrumental 
talent, Taryne began playing the drums at the age of 8 and picked up a guitar in her 
early teenage years. Since then, Taryne has developed into a vocally versatile singer 
who is adaptable to multiple genres of music including Top 40, RnB, old-school 
bangers and everything else in between!

Her time specialising as a cover artist has seen her performing across the state in a 
range of settings; corporate/private events, weddings, festivals, bars and hospitality 
venues. Whilst an established soloist, Taryne can also be booked as part of her four-
piece band or as a duo, performing with other highly talented musicians.

Taryne has recently added DJing to the repertoire, further highlighting her ability to 
be versatile and exciting; watch this space!

STITCH PRODUCTIONS
Taryne brings passion and professionalism to video production, photography and 
post-production, capturing and creating content for individuals, businesses and 
artists across the country and internationally. With over 17 years of experience 
collaborating with a diverse clientele, Taryne credits putting her client’s needs first 
as the key to her success.

Taryne’s unique combination of expertise, creativity and attention to detail has 
taken her behind the scenes on projects with music artists such as Amy Shark, 
Delta Goodrem, The Offspring and Guy Sebastian as well as creating visual content 
for a variety of Magazines, Websites and the ever-evolving Social Media Platforms. 
Taryne has worked closely on commercial projects with Google, Toll, Mercedes, NAB, 
Coles and Mortgage Choice to name a few!
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STITCH UNTITLED
Taryne founded and established Stitch Untitled, a local Melbourne Unisex 
Streetwear brand in 2019, with a vision to inspire through fashion and storytelling.

Taryne’s story: 
Stitch Untitled means ‘undefined creation’ and resonates with those who live by 
the values of fearlessness, resilience, and determination which underpin the brand. 
“I always felt like I was here for a greater purpose both personally & professionally,” 
Taryne states. “I have found navigating my way to personal & professional success 
can be very isolating and confronting at times. Stitch Untitled represents my 
want to strive for growth but also for individuals to connect with a brand that 
is motivating them, like me, to be the best version of themselves, despite the 
challenges they may face.” Alas, the slogan “not for the faint-hearted” was
born.

On multiple social platforms, Taryne shares the stories of influential public figures 
who discuss their own journey to success, their challenges and highlights.

With the scaling online & wholesale presence, the future of Stitch Untitled is a 
promising one.


